The Opportunity

Food & Beverage Facilities...

In a competitive global market Cooper Industries understands the demands placed upon facilities to lower their operational costs at the same adopting new initiatives to become better stewards of the environment. Increasing costs of energy coupled with federal food safety requirements make saving energy a challenge to plant and maintenance managers. Lighting plays a key role in the ability to keep these facilities clean, safe and to maintain the highest quality production standards.

There are many areas within a facility that require specific certifications, ratings, and classifications. Cooper Industries can provide solutions that encompass these requirements and properly match the product to the application. Furthermore, the demands of a Warehouse space will be different than those in a Splash-Zone. Our product portfolio bridges across all areas of a food and beverage operation from office and exterior to Non-Food Zones and Splash Zones. Recent introductions of energy efficient fluorescent, induction, and solid state LED solutions suited to operate in Demanding Environments including Cold Storage offer new avenues to save energy and maintenance dollars without compromising the lighting levels.

Newly adopted State and Federal Energy Codes are significant drivers and considerations for your next energy project. Our professionals can help you navigate these waters to find a solution that is right for your business.

Further energy savings can be obtained by considering how you control your lighting system. By understanding how your facility is utilized a controls package may be able to drive an additional 30% savings from your operation. Combinations of sensors and smart lighting panels applied into the space can maximize energy savings, and for renovation and new construction help you comply with your states energy codes.

Cooper Industries, has been providing innovative solutions in industry for more than 176 years, we believe that technology and innovation delivers value to you the customer. Our team will develop Lighting and control solutions helping your business meet its energy goals and get started on a global energy plan.

Whether you are designing a new facility or upgrading an existing facility, Cooper Lighting is your one source for energy efficient lighting and controls solutions. Our customers rely on our expertise and comprehensive solutions that reduce operating costs, meet requirements, and provide the best possible return on their investment. Reach out to Cooper Lighting at www.cooperlighting.com to get started.

Let Cooper Lighting help you Step up to Energy Efficiency and Control!
Food Processing

Non-Food Zone

Warehouse/Conditioned Storage

Life Safety

Security/Site

General Areas

Equipment surfaces other than those in the Food Zone or Splash Zone (NSF 170 3.223.4).

Equipment surfaces, other than those in the Food Zone that are subject to splash, spillage, or other food-soiling during normal operation of the equipment (NSF 170 3.223.4).

The National Electrical Code (NEC) defines hazardous locations as those areas where fire or explosion hazards may exist due to flammable gases or vapors, flammable liquids, combustible dust, or ignitable fibers or flyings. Crouse-Hinds offers a full line of lighting solutions to address these needs.

F-Bay industry leading fluorescent high bay T8 or T5/T5HO technology offers instant on and off capability, high performance, light distributions and mounting options.

Full line of energy efficient UL Listed and NEMA (VT1) listed life safety products. Unique designs for institutional use while aesthetically pleasing.

Comprehensive line up of fixtures to handle indoor site and security applications, including energy saving LED Site and Wall products as well as traditional HID fixtures for flood and general area lighting.

Accord Hazardous Direct/Indirect T8 or T5/T5HO fluorescent fixture providing soft, even light distribution within a shallow depth of 3 inches.

ClassB / ClassB Retrofit Architectural alternative to lensed and parabolic fluorescents high performance energy saving T8 and T8 lamp technology coupled with 1 and 2 lamp configurations available. Also available in a retrofit model replacing existing 3 and 4 lamp parabolics with 3 inch or deeper housings.

OpticalHP / OpticalHP Retrofit High performance, 2 lamp T8 parabolic, with 2 inch white louver provides comfortable lighting levels with exceptional energy savings. Available in 2x2 and 2x4 configurations. Also available in a retrofit model replacing existing 3 and 4 lamp parabolics with 3 inch or deeper housings.

HALO LED 6 inch recessed LED Luminaire consumes 75% less energy than a 65w BR30 incandescent lamp. Dimmable down to 5% light output. Can be used in new construction or retrofit applications, virtually maintenance free. Four different color temperatures available: 2700K, 3000K, 3500K and 4000K. Three different light outputs available: 400, 700 and 1200 Lumen.
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